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Overview
n Research into how we can lessen large-scale ecological problems

(e.g. biodiversity loss) often entails initial small-scale ecological harm
n When “research waste” occurs (e.g. where results are unusable in
isolation owing to underpowering), it is thus not just a problem in
terms of depleting research resources but a deeper ethical issue
n Accordingly, evidence synthesis has an important role, from a
research ethics perspective, in ecoscience

Examples of small-scale harm from research
n Habitat degradation – e.g. clear-cutting on a scale

not normally permitted within forestry regulations
(De Groot et al., 2016)
n Distress to sentient animals – e.g. from trapping for
fitting tracking collars, which may also potentially lead to
premature mortality (see Barnett, 2009)
n Killing of moderately large numbers of organisms – e.g.
11 000+ beetles across 202 species (plus an unspecified
number of non-target organisms) by fogging of forest
canopies with insecticides in one study (Jukes et al., 2002)
n Altering natural gene flow – e.g. from transplantation of
organisms (see Crozier and Schulte-Hostedde, 2015)

The ethical case for evidence synthesis
n Evidence synthesis can be used to reduce

research waste by:
1 Drawing together results from
underpowered studies
2 Bringing unpublished research to light
3 Making partial use of research
with an inferior design
n In addition, drawing a parallel with the
medical concept of ‘clinical equipoise’,
evidence synthesis in ecoscience can be
used to better establish if there is genuine
uncertainty about a question being asked
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Research waste: ecoscience versus medicine
n Possible reasons why research waste may be more likely to

occur in ecoscience than medicine…

More stringent prepublication
requirements for major medical
journals of registering protocols
Greater awareness of
‘equipoise’ concept in
medicine?
Less comprehensive
research registries in
ecoscience

Better reporting
standards in
medicine?
Less rigorous processes for
ethical approval of research
plans in ecoscience

Recommendation for synthesis support tools
n In order for evidence synthesis to fulfil the role of reducing

research waste, there is a major need for further support
tools, including a richer array of research registries

Recommendation to ecological researchers
n Echoing the call of Crozier and Schulte-Hostedde (2015)…
There is a need for the “ecological
research community to develop a
strategy or program for improving
the ethical consistency and moral
robustness of the field”…
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…This could be achieved
through “an ongoing process
of collective ethical reflection”
in cooperation with “applied
ethicists and philosophers”

”Thrift is poetic because it is
creative; waste is unpoetic
because it is waste.”
GK Chesterton in What’s
Wrong with the World

